ACCUPLACER PLACEMENT ASSESSMENT ACKNOWLEDGEMENT- GENERAL
What is ACCUPLACER?
ACCUPLACER is a comprehensive battery of test designed to provide information about
applicants reading, writing, arithmetic and computer skills. Tests within the ACCUPLACER System
are delivered over the internet and are used extensively with high schools, community colleges,
four year colleges and technical schools around the world. The primary function of ACCUPLACER
placement assessment is to assist with determining if applicants are prepared to enter collegelevel courses.
Culinary Institute LeNotre requires all applicants interested in pursuing an Associate’s Degree program
to complete and pass three ACCUPLACER Tests. Those tests and passing scores are as follows:
 Arithmetic


The Arithmetic test measures applicant’s ability to perform the basic arithmetic
operations and to solve problems that involve fundamental arithmetic concepts.
Thee content areas are measured: Whole Numbers and Fractions; Decimals and
Percent’s; and Applications. These students are able to:
o Perform simple operations with whole number and decimals
(additional, subtraction and multiplication)
o Calculate an average, given integer values
o Solve simple work problems
o Identify data represented by simple graphs
 Reading Comprehension
 Applicants at this level are able to comprehend short passes that are
characterized by uncomplicated ideas, straightforward presentation and for the
most part, subject matter that reflects everyday experiences. These applicants
are able to:
o Recognize the main idea and less central ideas
o Recognize the tone of the passage when questions do not
require fine distinctions
o Recognize relationships between sentences, such as the use of
one sentence to illustrate another
What If I Don’t Pass?
Culinary Institute LeNotre requires a passing score on all three ACCUPLACER tests. If for some
reason, an applicant does not pass one or more of the tests they are given the option of
retaking the test(s) up to three times. The test retake schedule is as follows:
1st Fail
2nd Fail
3rd Fail

Must wait 3 business
days to re-test
Must wait one calendar
year
Application
permanently denied
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ACUUPLACER Details:
o
o
o

o
o

You will have a maximum of two hours to complete the ACCUPLACER Tests
The tests will be proctored by an assigned Culinary Institute LeNotre proctor
You are not allowed to use any personal devices during the test
o Culinary Institute LeNotre will provide scratch paper and a calculator during the
Arithmetic portion
All final scores are recorded by the assigned proctor and distributed to all necessary
personal and/or department(s)
The final test scores will be recorded in your academic file for review, if needed
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